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The logo is an important element of our visual identity. It 
must not be re-drawn or altered in any way and has size and 
minimum space requirements to ensure that it is always visually 
recognisable.

Master logo for primary use on white background.

Inverted logo for when a standard logo is required to sit on a 
colour background.

Black logo for use on white background when producing 
greyscale work.

White logo for use on dark colour backgrounds and dark 
sections of images when producing greyscale work.

LOGO

Master logo

Black logo

Inverted logo

White logo



Exclusion zone
The logo must always appear with ‘space’ around it, known as the 
‘exclusion zone’ to ensure it is not cramped. The exclusion size is 
set by the size of the letter ‘T’ of ‘TRUCKSMITH®’ on the master 
logo.

Minimum size
The logo should always include the slogan where possible, unless 
it is used at a size less than 40mm wide with which it becomes 
unreadable.

The minimum size for the logo to be used without the slogan is 
20mm.

Use of the ‘®’ symbol
The logo should always carry the registered trademark symbol next 
to the letter ‘H’ wherever it is used. The ‘®’ should be aligned with 
the top of the logo and be the same height as the top part of the 
‘H’.

The ‘®’ should also be applied wherever the word ‘TRUCKSMITH’ 
is used in copy. The correct way to use it is to apply the ‘®’ glyph in 
the Arial font and then apply the superscript style.

TRUCKSMITH®

40mm

20mm



Examples of misuse of the logo

 Logo distorted

  Outlined

  Photographic background  Incorrect colour

  Removal of the ‘®’ symbol Incorrect font

  Incorrect white logo   Use of effects or filters

TRUCKSMITH



Correctly describing our products is very important to our brand 
and to customers. It is essential that whenever our products are 
referred to the following guidelines are kept in mind.

Where possible use American Typewriter Bold, Uppercase for 
TRUCKSMITH®.

The artworks for the logos included in here are readily available, 
please follow this link to www.trucksmith.com

Correct usage Incorrect usage

HOW TO REFER TO THE TRUCKSMITH®  
PRODUCTS WITHIN TEXT OR WHENEVER 
DESCRIBING OUR PRODUCTS

…the Renault Master LoLoader®… 
…the TRUCKSMITH® LoLoader®… 
…the Trucksmith® LoLoader®… 

...the Renault LoLoader®… 

...the LoLoader... 

...the loloader... 

...the LoLoader®...  

...the loloader®... 

...the Vauxhall Kneehi®... 

...the Kneehi... 

...the kneeHi... 

...the Kneehi®... 

...the kneeHi®... 

...the Fiat Canniloader®... 

...the Canniloader... 

...the canniloader... 

...the Canniloader®... 

...the canniloader®... 

...TRUCKSMITH®S LoLoader... 

...TRUCKSMITH’S® LoLoader... 

…the Vauxhall Movano KneeHi®… 
…the TRUCKSMITH® KneeHi®… 
…the Trucksmith® KneeHi®… 

…the Fiat Ducato Canniloader®… 
…the TRUCKSMITH® Canniloader®… 
…the Trucksmith® Canniloader®… 

...the TRUCKSMITH® LoLoader™… 



The TRUCKSMITH® blue and yellow are a distinctive and easily 
recognisable part of our visual identity. The colours must not be 
altered or modified.

All colours here are represented by Pantone, CMYK and RGB to 
cover as many requirements they may be used for.

COLOURS

Blue
Pantone 541
RGB: 0, 63, 112
CMYK: 100, 52, 0, 50 

Yellow
Pantone 102
RGB: 254, 233, 0
CMYK: 4, 0, 98, 0 

Dark grey
Pantone Cool Gray 11
RGB: 88, 88, 90
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 80

Light grey
Pantone Cool Gray 3
RGB: 198, 199, 200
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 30



There are four sister brands within the TRUCKSMITH® brand 
family. Each of these have their own logo and colour properties 
to ensure they are differentiated from each other but also remain 
consistent and as part of a recogniseable group.

The following explains how each logo should sit alongside 
the TRUCKSMITH® logo when placed together. For further 
information and details on each of the sister brands please see 
their individual brand guidelines.

ADDITIONAL LOGOS



TRUCKSMITH® LoLoader®

TRUCKSMITH®  should always be the more dominant of the two 
logos. They can sit side by side or one above the other depending 
on the space available. 

a. Both logos should be the same width when used in either 
position.

b.  The space between the two logos should be the same width as 
the blue line in the TRUCKSMITH®  logo.

Colour
This blue is the primary colour to be used in all LoLoader®  
material. It can be used alongside the TRUCKSMITH® colours on 
page 5.

LoLoader®  Blue
Pantone 7687
RGB: 47, 69, 134
CMYK: 90, 80, 12, 2 

a

a

b

b

a



TRUCKSMITH® KneeHi®

TRUCKSMITH®  should always be the more dominant of the two 
logos. They can sit side by side or one above the other depending 
on the space available. 

a. Both logos should be the same width when used in either 
position.

b.  The space between the two logos should be the same width as 
the blue line in the TRUCKSMITH®  logo.

Colour
This red is the primary colour to be used in all KneeHi® material. 
It can be used alongside the TRUCKSMITH® colours on page 5.

KneeHi® Red
Pantone 200
RGB: 197, 12, 41
CMYK: 20, 100, 90, 0

a

b

a

a

b



TRUCKSMITH® Canniloader®

TRUCKSMITH®  should always be the more dominant of the two 
logos. They can sit side by side or one above the other depending 
on the space available. 

a. Both logos should be the same width when used in either 
position.

b.  The space between the two logos should be the same width as 
the blue line in the TRUCKSMITH®   logo.

Colour
This purple is the primary colour to be used in all Canniloader® 
material. It can be used alongside the TRUCKSMITH® colours on 
page 5.

Canniloader® Purple
Pantone 2613
RGB: 106, 33, 112
CMYK: 70, 100, 16, 4

a

b

a

a

b



TRUCKSMITH® Really Trucks®

TRUCKSMITH®  should always be the more dominant of the two 
logos. They can sit side by side or one above the other depending 
on the space available. 

a. Both logos should be the same width when used in either 
position.

b.  The space between the two logos should be the same width as 
the blue line in the TRUCKSMITH®  logo.

Really Trucks® must always sit alongside the TRUCKSMITH® 
family logo which replaces the standard logo wording with “A 
Trucksmith Family Company” as shown below.

Colour
This red and grey are the primary colours to be used in all Really 
Trucks® material. They can be used alongside the TRUCKSMITH® 
colours on page 5.

A Trucksmith Family Company

Really Trucks® Red
Pantone 185
RGB: 226, 0, 26
CMYK: 0, 100, 100, 0

Family logo

Really Trucks® Grey
Pantone Cool Gray 8
RGB: 135, 136, 138
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 60

A Trucksmith Family Company

a

b

a

A Trucksmith Family Company

a

b



Using the same fonts for all our printed publications is vital to 
maintain our unique look and feel.

Enriqueta and Verdana are the main typefaces used for all 
TRUCKSMITH® material.

American Typewriter Bold is the typeface used wherever the 
word ‘TRUCKSMITH®’ is mentioned. 

TRUCKSMITH® text
Font: Amercan Typewriter Bold, Uppercase
Size: Same as the surrounding header/body text
Leading: Auto
Tracking: 0
Colour: Same as the surrounding header/body text

TRUCKSMITH® documents
Font: Verdana
Refer to above styles for verdana

Header text
Font: Enriqueta Bold, 
Uppercase
Size: 14pt
Leading: Auto
Tracking: 0
Colour: Blue

Sub header text
Font: Verdana Bold
Size: 11pt
Leading: Auto
Tracking: 0
Colour: Blue

Body text
Font: Verdana Regular
Size: 10pt
Leading: Auto
Tracking: 0
Colour: Dark grey

Bold body text
Font: Verdana Bold
Size: 10pt
Leading: Auto
Tracking: 0
Colour: Dark grey

TYPOGRAPHY

Enriqueta Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789!?@£$%&()

Enriqueta Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789!?@£$%&()

Verdana Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789!?@£$%&()

Verdana Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789!?@£$%&()

American Typewriter Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789!?@£$%&()


